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You may remember a time when things like energy efficiency, recycling

and waste management weren't the buzz words they are today and when

humanity hadn't yet considered the impacts our homes have on the

planet. In fact, that impact is extraordinary. It's estimated that 40% of

human-caused emissions can be assigned to our built environment. Much

of this is a product of our home lives.  From construction to renovation to

decoration, we use materials shipped from all over the world, chemicals

that damage the planet and our health and practice wasteful habits

simply because we have no good and ready alternative.

But there is a strong call for action against this harmful status quo, and

homeowners are in a particularly powerful position to answer it. While

commercial construction and institutional waste feels out of our control,

our home environment is a place we can positively impact every single

day.  We are our own construction managers every time we DIY.  We are

our own waste management systems when we choose to re-use or recycle

or regift our things.  We are our own legislators, determining which

practices work best for our household.  And maybe most importantly, we

are our own teachers. We can choose to continually educate ourselves on

sustainable matters and inform our children of the importance of their

habits. There's no need wait for Washington to take sweeping action to

see positive change in the wellbeing of our Earth. We can do it everyday,

right at home.

In this guide, we'll discuss the most effective ways to make changes to our

homes and daily routines for the greatest ecological impact. We hope you

enjoy it and that you'll share it with your friends and family. Every bit of

effort, every conversation had around environmental concerns will be felt

and appreciated by future generations for decades to come. 

Thank you for your care of this planet we call home.  We're excited to

have you along on this journey with us. 

Syd Heiskanen
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Your effort matters 



The best starting point for any new endeavor is a

mantra. One guiding and memorable phrase to help

you in all of your decision-making, no matter how

simple or complicated the situation. May we offer

this one for your new green home lifestyle:

A home made only of what inspires or serves me,

slowly, and with intention.

Throughout our guide, we will encourage to ask

yourself at each turn: Do I need this? Will it serve or

inspire me? Is the ecological cost of this worth the

benefit I receive from it? 

Where to start
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And then give yourself time

to answer. In an

immediate-gratification

world, decisions made

slowly increase our

confidence in their

outcomes and help us to

feel at peace, knowing

that we made our decision

thinking of our wellbeing

and the wellbeing of the

planet first. 



Even the construction of an eco-home has a multi-

decade carbon cost, with a breakeven point of

about 40 years. This means that only after four

decades will the resource-savings of the eco home

begin to see net gains, after taking into account

the initial environmental impact of the build. 

That said, sometimes life requires a new building.

And in these cases, we can choose to build on

previously-developed land, leaving existing

ecosystems undisturbed. We can opt for healthier,

VOC-free building materials and chemicals,

recycled building materials and only when buying 

Construction + 
Renovation
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new materials is unavoidable, use natural materials

which have a compostable or biodegradable end-life.

Natural materials, like wood, have the additional

benefit of storing carbon, and when harvested

sustainably (look for FSC label on lumber products),

can ensure that our forests will thrive for generations

to come. 

Best practice, however, is to renovate an existing

structure instead of building new, and salvage as

much material from the original building as possible.

The less material is moved off-site as waste and the

less new material brought on, the fewer cumulative

miles it all will have traveled, greatly reducing the

carbon cost of the project. 
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Everything moved off-site can be sold on the

secondary market or given for free (you'll be amazed

at what people will come collect), recycled at the

appropriate recycling plant (even concrete can be re-

used), and only when one of the above options isn't

possible, disposed of properly. 

(Refrigerators in particular pose a significant threat to

the atmosphere when left in a landfill and should be

professionally disposed of.)

Finally, consider life in

a smaller home, which

uses fewer resources

to warm and cool,

fewer building

materials and fewer

furnishings. You may

find this simpler

approach to life even

has the positive side

effect of freeing up

more time from

cleaning and

maintenance for

memorable  life

experiences. 
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Furniture + Decor

 
When curating your furniture collection remember

that the most eco-friendly furniture is the furniture

you don't buy.  Get creative with your existing

pieces and consider a fresh coat of paint or stain to

give them new life. Your local upholsterer or

carpenter may just become a new friend in the

process.

The first option for shopping new furniture should

actually be to shop for old furniture. Secondhand

and antique pieces can be found locally, relieve a

neighbor of a piece that may otherwise sit idle in

storage and spare the planet from the carbon and

material demands of new production. 6



 The secondhand market has exploded in recent

years, with everything from furnishings to luxury

goods being readily available with a quick internet

search. 

Before buying anything new, check your local thrift

stores or online secondhand shops. The products

are generally sold at a hearty discount, and can

often be found gently-used. You'll find more unique

goods, save money, and as a bonus won't have any

plastic packaging to throw away after unpacking. If

you find you don't want to wait for the right product

to become available secondhand, challenge

yourself to try your patience. As you gradually build

a  beautiful space with antique or second-hand

wares, you'll enjoy the satisfaction that comes with

slow, intentional living.
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An added benefit of furniture thrifting is the unique

and sometimes custom quality that would

otherwise cost considerably more.

Another important consideration for buying any

furniture or decor is materiality. Seek out items that

have a recyclable, or even compostable or

biodegradable end-life, and those made from

organically-grown resources. 

These natural materials 

can be composted at 

the end of life:

Linen

Cotton 

Wool

Eucalyptus

These natural materials 

are biodegradable at

the end of life:

Leather

Wood

Bamboo

Cork 
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Unenameled metals and glass can be easily

recycled, and there are many eco-companies that

sell goods made exclusively of recycled materials. A

quick online search for any piece of furniture,

decor, bedding, towels, flatware or the like, using

keywords such as "natural materials", "eco-friendly",

"post-consumer" or "recycled" will return a host of

options. 

 

Be cautious though of buying goods manufactured

internationally, which have a much larger carbon

impact due to their transportation than those that

are locally-made. Attention should also be paid to

how the item was made. Unethical labor practices,

including forced labor, are still in use all over the

world. As conscious consumers, it's our responsibility

to know where our things come from and how

they're manufactured.
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Local artisans are often underutilized

and make some of the most unique

and beautiful pieces, using raw

materials sourced on or near their

location. 

Buying local is always best practice.
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Waste is considered one of the biggest threats to

our planet today. Every time we waste water, food,

our kids old toys or our clothes, we're asking the

planet to make replacements for us from new

resources, in some shape or form.

Whenever possible, every item should be used

completely to the end of its life and only then

properly recycled or disposed of and replaced,

preferably with a planet-friendly alternative.

Waste Not
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Anything we own that we're no longer using can

and should be sold on the secondhand market.

Items languishing in storage can be put to use by

a new owner in lieu of that person going out to

buy a new product.

Items that are worn out past their usable life can

be converted for a new function. Holey t-shirts cut

into kitchen cloths can replace your paper towel

supply, plastic containers which are no longer

water-tight can become storage for kids' toys or

garage odds and ends. And the list goes on. Get

creative with re-using old goods to get the most

out of them before replacing. 
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Organization is your new best

friend.

Staying organized is the easiest

way to reduce household waste.

It's easy to see what we  need and

what we don't when our spaces

are organized. As things

accumulate, an organized space

will show overflow better than

cluttered spaces, encouraging us

to pare down.
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Garage 

Donations

Things to sell online 

Shoes for recycling

Clothes/textile recycling

Chemical disposal 

Giveaway 

Trash

Bathroom

Recycling 

Clean cloths/ reusable

cottong rounds

Dirty cloths/ rounds

Trash

Home Office 

Recycling 

Battery + Electronics 

Scrap paper for reuse

Eye glasses (to donate)

Recycling

Trash

Kitchen

Compost

Recycling (check your

recyler's site for a list of

recycleable materials)

Trash

While many of us strive to employ organizational

systems in our shelves and cabinets one thing we

don't organize is our trash.  Setting up a waste

organization system is simple and is a highly

effective way of ensuring it's all properly disposed

of or recycled.

Labeled bins are a great place to start. Try setting

up bins for these waste items in various rooms of

your home. 
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 Refuse.  First and foremost, refuse anything

that doesn't inspire you, which you won't use on

a regular basis or which can be replaced by

another simpler, or multifunction item.

Additionally, refuse as much plastic packaging

as possible and opt for items packaged in glass

or paper, to help reduce your plastic waste and

take a stand against plastic use. 

 Reduce.  Reduce the amount of things you own

to create a home that is easier to tidy and

maintain, and which brings you joy and serenity

when you're in it. 

 Reuse. Whenever you can, put old things to use

in new ways. If you don't have a use for it, sell or

give it to someone who does.

 Recycle. Use your new recycling systems to

ensure all household waste is recycled at the

proper location as each bin fills over time. 

 Rot. Compost all organic waste in your home,

from food scraps, to dryer lint, to cat hair.

The ultimate goal is zero waste, adopting a lifestyle

where everything coming out of your home is reused,

recycled or composted. Aiming for zero-waste

means adhering to this 5-step system for

determining what comes into our home and what

leaves it.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Lighting your home with traditional, incandescent

bulbs is highly energy inefficient. Incandescents

have been called  'very small space heaters that

emit light'. Instead, opt for LED's throughout your

home.  Nearly every bulb type is offered in an LED

and will last for years before needing replacing.

Additionally, LED's require 75% less energy than

incandescents.

Be strategic. Consider what each space in your

home will be used for and what kind of lighting it

needs. Tactically placed task lighting - for reading,

desk work or cooking - can greatly reduce the

number of bulbs you need turned on at any given

time, and make a room feel cozier.

Lighting
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The air in our home is the air we breathe most. Even if

most of your day is spent at work or outside, we

breathe where we sleep and if you're getting 8 hours

of sleep a night, you're breathing at least a third of

your air at home.

Air Quality

It's estimated that we're exposed to tens of times

more toxins indoors than out. 
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A personal anecdote from our own life confirmed

this. As we became more interested in improving our

indoor air quality, one of our first steps was to buy a 

handheld particle

counter. We'd guessed

that, living in a

neighborhood just 15

minutes from

Downtown Denver,

we'd see a higher

count outdoors than in.

After all, our house

was just a few minutes

from more than one

highway. Without fail,

however, our particle

counter showed 
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moderate levels outdoors and unhealthy levels

indoors, in particular when we were cooking on our 

 gas-burning stove or had the fireplace lit. This

experience led us to install not one, but two

ventilation fans in the kitchen and discourages us

from using the fireplace too often. 

Our indoor air can contain many harmful substances

including benzene, formaldehyde, ammonia,

trichloroethylene and xylene. This is especially true of

new homes or newly remodeled homes, as toxic

building compounds off-gas their contained

chemicals.



Good remedies for avoiding poor air quality can

include buying an older home or secondhand

furniture + decor which have already off-gassed most

of their harmful toxins, using low-VOC (volatile

organic compound) paints and other building

materials, limiting the amount of carpet in your home

which traps allergens, and last but not least, nurturing

a varied plant collection. 
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That "fresh out of the box" scent you smell when

you've bought new furniture or installed new carpet is

an indication that you're breathing in the chemical

compounds used in the manufacturing process.

Researching the impact these chemicals can have on

your health can help support your decision-making

when shopping for or remodeling your home.



Keeping just two plants in an average sized room

can improve air quality by 75%, according to one

NASA study. And keeping variety of houseplants

around the house can help mitigate various toxins'

harmful health effects.

If you have kids or pets, do your research before

adopting a new plant, as some can be very

poisonous to curious chewers. Here are a few

house plants known for their air-filtering properties. 

 

Gebera Daisies & Bamboo Palm: filter

Trichlorethylene, Formaldehyde, Benzol

Spider Plant (Chlorophytum): Helps to mitigate

Formaldehyde, Benzol and Xylene vapors

Boston Fern: Filters Formaldehyde and Xylene

 

Plants
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Your Fridge
Changing what we eat is one of the simplest (I didn't

say easiest!) ways to make a proportionately huge

impact on the health of the planet.  A plant-based

diet can reduce an individual's dietary environmental

impact  by 73% compared to a traditional American

diet high in red meats and dairy.
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When you do eat meat, opt for chicken or fish which

have a significantly lower carbon footprint than beef

or pork. Locally-raised or hunted meats are good

options for an occasional indulgence as well.



When shopping for fruits, vegetables and other

plant-based foods, your most ecological source will

be your local farmer's market or grocer who sources

from local farmers. When these options aren't

available, look at produce labels to determine where

they're coming from. Produce grown abroad will

have a much higher carbon impact than produce

grown closer to home. 

Many cities now boast bulk food stores, which allow

you to bring your own refillable containers and pay

by weight for a variety of products from dry beans to

flour to locally-sourced dairy. 
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One of humanity's most carbon-intensive bad habits

is food waste. It's estimated that upwards of 40% of

food is wasted in the US, with significant waste

happening at every stop of the supply chain. With

every pound of wasted food, we waste all of the

fossil fuels that it required for cultivation, harvesting

and transportation, as well as extraordinary amounts

of water used to grow it. Our best tactic for

combating home food waste is... you guessed it!

Keeping organized.

Organizing your fridge and pantry and keeping

them just full enough so that you can easily see

and access their contents is a great way to keep

your eye on all of its inventory. Discontinue

purchasing foods that tend to get thrown out, and

meal plan to use up foods approaching their

expiration. 
23



Collectively, our yards and patios have incredible

potential to absorb atmospheric carbon and provide

us with beautiful spaces as well as a bounty of

edible plants.

When planning your outdoor space, choose

decorative edibles over decorative non-edibles and

designate spaces for food production. Food plants

grow best in polycultures (guilds of plants which

work together), and planting this way can improve

your soil quality and yields.

Landscaping
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Research natural solutions to pest or moisture

problems. Adding ladybugs to a system will reduce

the aphid population, for example and pairing

certain crops can help deter pests from the

beginning.

Adding chickens, goats or bees to the mix is a fun

way to bring new pets into your life, and also

results in a food yield. Check your municipality's

website to determine which animals are allowed in

your area.
25



Finally, design your space for your climate. Consider

water availability, heat stress, hours of sunshine and

the like before investing in plants that will require

more resources than they can produce.

During your off-season, consider bringing your food

production indoors if you have a room or window

that gets ample natural light. Garden herbs

especially can easily grow in small pots on your

countertop and seedlings can be given a few

weeks' head start in the spring on windowsills. 
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As we learn how much our environments impact our

health, it's become impossible to ignore the

chemicals we're exposed to by way of our grooming

and cleaning products. 

To ensure a healthier experience, do a little

research to find brands that use natural and organic

ingredients in their products. Some companies even

offer refillable bottles or plastic-free packaging,

which is a huge bonus for the environment and a

more beautiful addition to your shelf.

Home and Personal Products 
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Another approach is to simplify your routines. This

not only saves you time and money, but ensures

that you know exactly what you and your family are

exposed to in your home. For instance, most

surfaces, including countertops, sinks, floors and

stove tops can be cleaned with diluted castile soap

or a white vinegar solution. These are safe for your

health, and less damaging to our water supply

when washed down a drain. Additionally, reaching

for one bottle for all your needs may feel like a

welcome change from the collection you used

before.

Apps are available for

those who wish to know

the possible negative

effects of the chemicals

in their beauty products,

and can aid in your

shopping until you land

on a regimen that both

you and the planet love. 
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For many of us, our main motivation in living more

sustainably is to ensure we leave behind a thriving

planet for our children.

Our efforts start with working towards a sustainable

home, which not only serves them, but also teaches

them. Kids love to spend quality time with mom and

dad, and may enjoy DIY'ing, for example making

homemade yogurt (no plastic packaging!) or

helping build and plant garden boxes.

 

Sustainable Home for Kids
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Your words and efforts won't

be lost on them. As their world

evolves around them, they'll

remember your lessons and

carry them through their

journey. And along with those

lessons, they'll gain a greater

sense of confidence and a

better understanding of how

integral their actions are to

their own wellbeing and the

wellbeing of the Earth. 
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